Abstract -In this paper, we will present the design and preliminary performance of an ultrahigh resolution stationary MR compatible SPECT (MRC-SPECT) system that is developed in our lab. The MRC-SPECT system is based on the second-generation energy-resolved photon-counting recording error due to the strong magnetic field. In this development, we have made an effort to minimize the amount of magnetic materials in the system to alleviate potential interference to magnetic field inhomogeneity.
CdTe detectors [3] [4] . It offers spatial resolution of 350f.!m and energy resolution of 3-4kev. To obtain an accurate reconstruction of the source object, we have also developed a comprehensive charge collection model inside strong magnetic field to precisely derive the system response function which is the key to achieve high resolution image inside MR [4] .
Based on these previous efforts, we are currently constructing an ultrahigh resolution stationary MR compatible SPECT system based on second-generation ERPC detectors. A ten-head detector ring has been assembled to deliver a state of-art MR compatible SPECT system with sub-500f.lm spatial resolution and a reasonable sensitivity. Detailed system design and the first imaging result with this system will be presented in this paper.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Stationary MR Compatible SPECr System Design
This ultrahigh resolution MR compatible SPECT system consists of up to twenty second-generation ERPC detectors assembling as a compact ring. Figure 1 shows the current system design that contains a ring detectors, system housing, and air cooling facilities will come through the rear cover neatly. A hollow is buried in the rear cover, which helps to provide uniform and continuous airflow for ten air channels.
The whole system can be stationary operated on a laboratory bench working as an ultrahigh resolution SPECT microscope.
It is also portable since the system is very compact, based on which assembling this system inside a pre-existing MR scanner is relatively straightforward. All the detector To calculate precise system response function, we have previously developed a mathematical model to mimic the pinhole aperture as multiple layers of thin sheets [5] . We can also use aperture tube with a smaller inner diameter (larger magnification) to obtain a further improved imaging resolution. The current aperture design allows us to insert a birdcage RF coil inside the aperture for simultaneous SPECT/MR imaging. 
Reconstruction
We have previously developed an accurate geometry calibration routine to obtain system response function outside the magnetic field [5] . To precisely derive the system response function inside the pre-existed MR scanner, a comprehensive charge collection model inside strong magnetic field is developed [4] . In this model, when an interaction happens, the movement of each charge carrier can be tracked and the trajectory can be recorded. This model can accurately predict the detector's energy and spatial response to gamma ray incident events and then help to compensate for the event position recording error due to electron shifting in the strong magnetic field. Specifically, this model will allow us to derive the response of the ERPC detector for interactions occurred at any given locations inside the detector, which will be used in the reconstruction to get high resolution SPECT images.
Previous study has already shown obvious improvement by applying this model to SPECT image reconstruction process.
The Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM) algorithm will be used to reconstruct the image.
III. RESULTS
A. The MRC-SP ECT System
The figure 7 is the assembled MR compatible SPECT system. It can be seen that ten detectors are closely packing around the system housing. The system is sitting on a low profile support to work as a bench top ultrahigh resolution SPECT system. This compact system can also be conveniently used inside a MR scanner to perfonn dual modality imaging study. Figure 8 shows the system working inside a Siemens MR scanner. The system housing outer diameter is 248mm
and the MR bore diameter is 350mm.
B. Preliminary Imaging Performance
We have carried out several imaging studies based on a point source phantom to evaluate the imaging perfonnance of this system,. In this study, a Co-57 point source is controlled by precise linear motors (Newport MFA-CC) to generate a regular-triangular shape phantom. The diameter of the point source is 250/lm and its activity is around 70 /lCi. The distance between the neighboring point source can be adjusted by choosing different motor movement step size as shown in figure 9 . The 300/lm pinholes are used in this imaging study.
It can be clearly seen that the 500/lm features can be easily resolved. The 350/lm features are also well-separated. While this imaging study was carried outside the MR field, we have previously investigated the imaging performance of a prototype rotational MRC-SPECT system inside MR scanner [4] and we will investigate this stationary system imaging performance inside the MR scanner in the near future. The comprehensive modeling of system response function will be applied to get decent SPECT image in strong magnetic field.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, a stationary MR compatible SPECT system is constructed. It is based on up to twenty generation-II energy 
